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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
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Problem

Problem Causes

─

─

─



HOW BIG OF A PROBLEM IS WATER LOST BY LEAKS?
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6 Billion Gallons
of treated water is LOST

due to leaking pipes in the USA
and an estimated

BREAKS
occur each year

240,000 water 
main

!WATER

A typical system has a water loss rate of 15%.



WHY DOES IT MATTER?
“It’s just water”

LEAKS WASTE WATER: 

LEAKS WASTE ENERGY: 
significant energy is used to pump water*
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HOW CAN WE FIND THE LEAKS?

Listening/acoustic Reactive approach
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Same technology as 70 years ago



STANDARD SOLUTIONS, SIGNIFICANT UPFRONT CAPEX

Smart Water Networks District Metered Area
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SO, WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE STATUS QUO?
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Searching blindly…



UNDERLYING MAGIC
Innovative technology transitioned to the water market, public and private
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• Any soil type, Any pipe type
• Drinking Water Infrastructure 
• Background Leaks / Subterranean 
• Main, Service and Residential lines 



UTILIS CAN GUIDE YOU! 
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Let us show you the way



WHO IS UTILIS?
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2018: 

“start-ups to 

watch”
-Inc Magazine

2013

2016

2018

Utilis founded Worldwide sales / 30 employees

Solution productization 

and sales begin

2018



WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
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Projects in 27 countries around the globe and growing

Offices in USA (San Diego) and Israel

Total Utilis projects - 195

Total Leaks found - 4867

Savings - 222,173,000 gallons saved daily

Surveyed 77,000 miles or pipes!

In Texas:

-Irving

-Austin

-Dallas

-New Braunfels



FIND MORE LEAKS FASTER!



HOW DOES A SATELLITE WORK

Advantage of satellites

─
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SAR SATELLITES

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensor
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HOW DOES A SATELLITE FIND WATER UNDERGROUND? 
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WHAT DOES UTILIS DO?
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1) Define AOI

3) Pipe overlay

2) Satellite overpass

Utilis is the only technology available that can deliver results over a large area all at once!



HOW DO WE DO IT?
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Satellite Image Radiometric Corrections Algorithmic Analysis Web-based App & GUI

The Utilis Method



Algorithm & Georeferencing Analysis and Quality Control Translate to pipes area for survey

ANALYSIS
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GET THE POIS IN

THAT AREA



DELIVERY
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GIS files Leak sheetsWeb application link

.KML

.SHP

Data form



FROM SATELLITE TO LEAK ANALYSIS : UTILIS MAIN BENEFITS
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▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
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Utilis saves you

water,

time,

and money!

Delivering the lowest cost per leak found in the market

electricity,



Thank You for 

Attending

Get more information at www.utiliscorp.com

Gadi Kovarsky,

Director for National Accounts. 

Utilis Inc.

San Diego, CA

Gadi@utiliscorp.com

mailto:Gadi@utiliscorp.com


By Paul Gagliardo

C
entral Arkansas Water (CAW) is a metropolitan water 
system serving a population of 450,000.  There 
are 135,000 residential, commercial, and industrial 
metered customers in Pulaski, Saline, and Grant 

counties, covering 530 square miles. CAW delivers an average of 
62 MGD. The Central Arkansas Water system contains 2,500 
miles of pipe, of which approximately 600 miles, or 25 percent, 
is PVC. The primary source of supply is surface water from Lake 
Winona and Lake Maumelle. Non-revenue water (NRW) loss is 
estimated to be 10 percent. It is a well-managed system with NRW 
lower than average. CAW has an Infrastructure Leakage Index of 
2.5 and an “A” rating on the International Leakage Performance 
Category classification. CAW has several employees that are 
trained to find background leaks; however, currently there is no 
full-time proactive program to find these background leaks.

CAW is a progressive agency that has implemented innovative 
programs in the past. Central Arkansas has a program to replace all 
known or discovered lead service lines system-wide. The utility has 
a proactive program to replace galvanized pipe and is using its own 
directional boring machine to replace over 600,000 linear feet of 
2-inch diameter pipe. CAW was a partner in WRF (Water Research 
Foundation) Project 4642, “Fostering Innovation Within Water 
Utilities,” which developed guidance resources for utilities sector 
who want to embrace innovation in their organizations. They are 
also using GPS to geolocate all water meters for (future) reverse 
customer system alerts and notifications. Terry Bice, CAW’s director 
of distribution, was named Water Manager of the Year by Arkansas 
Water Works and Water Environment Association in 2017.  

In order to identify the background leaks that contribute 
significantly to NRW, CAW partnered with Utilis to triage the 
distribution system in order to locate the most likely leak locations.

How It Works 

Utilis uses L-band radar satellite imagery to identify likely leak 
locations. Radar (radio detection and ranging) is an object-
detection system that uses electromagnetic waves in the radio or 
microwave domain to determine the range, angle, or velocity of 
objects. Radar signals are reflected especially well by materials 
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Pipeline maintenance and non-revenue water reduction get a boost from far-out resources.

Assessing The Assessing The 
Effectiveness Of Effectiveness Of 
Leak-Seeking Leak-Seeking 
SatellitesSatellites

Area of interest (AOI)

Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) image



LEAKDETECTION

of considerable electrical conductivity — most notably by wet 
ground. The satellite radar signals illuminate the area of interest, 
and the reflected images are bounced back and collected by the 
satellite. These images can be processed to omit the noise and 
separate out the particular signs of potable water underground. 
The Utilis service detects the result of leaks — wet soil — as 
opposed to the leak itself.  

The founder of the company, created in Israel in 2013, 
was interested in using electromagnetic waves to sense for 
different phenomena on Earth: infrared spectrum for analyzing 
flora phenotyping, shortwave infrared for temperature 
measurement, and multispectral sensors for air pollution 
monitoring. Microwaves are the method of choice when 
searching for water due to its sensitivity to materials with high 
di-electric constants.   The algorithm to interpret the reflected 
images from the satellite was developed, and a commercially 
available product was created in late 2015 and has since been 
implemented worldwide.

Utilis has North American offices in San Diego, CA, and 
has partners in the European Union, Asia, and South America. 
The company holds a U.S. patent for a System and Method of 
Underground Water Detection, and has won various innovation 
challenges and contests. Such honors include the Aquatech 
Innovation Award in 2017 in Amsterdam, the Imagine H2O 
2017 Water Data Challenge, and the Fast Company Most 
Innovative Company of 2018.  

The Proving Ground

This project’s goal was to assess the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of the satellite leak detection service provided by 
Utilis in conjunction with best boots-on-the-ground (BOTG) 
practices as defined by CAW and Utilis. The area selected for the 
study covers the Little Rock gravity supply zone. CAW regularly 
conducts proactive leak detection; however, the most time is spent 
responding to customer calls or pressure reduction reports. 

The deliverable from Utilis is a target map of findings, or 
likely leak locations. It is then dependent upon the BOTG 
leak detection crews to verify and locate the leaks through 
traditional acoustic and correlating methodologies. The BOTG 
inspectors are directed to the high-potential target areas, rather 
than inspecting the entire system.  

Results

On December 14, 2017, Utilis delivered 156 findings over 747 
miles of pipe using a satellite image taken on November 28, 2017. 

Of those 156 findings, a total 64, or 41 percent, were inspected 
by BOTG crews. Thirty-six leaks were found in 11 days of field 
inspection, an average of 3.3 leaks per day. This is a significant 
improvement over what was typical — one leak per day found 
per BOTG crew — when following the traditional methodology.  

The satellite triage of the system allows for the BOTG to be 
deployed to very specific areas, usually less than 5 percent of 
the total system length, to maximize the leaks found per time 
in the field.  

Of the 36 leaks identified in this project, 14 were found on 
pipe mains, six on service lines, and 16 on the customer side of 
the meter. Seven locations inspected as part of this work yielded 
suspect leaks — those that could be acoustically heard but 
not correlated and verified conclusively. Six of the target sites 
identified by Utilis yielded two leaks. The joint Utilis/CAW 
effort produced 0.56 leaks per site visit. In addition, work 
orders were opened for an additional eight to 10 suspected 
house line leaks. Those suspected leaks identified by the 
satellite triage are not included in this report.

Over 100 projects have been completed by Utilis in 2016 
and 2017 around the world. The results obtained at CAW are 
within the range of similar sites such as the East  Bay Municipal 
Utility District (Oakland, CA), Mitrovica (Kosovo), Albstadt 
(Germany), and Yorkshire Water (UK). All sites showed a 
significant improvement over the typical leak detection rate 
using a traditional approach. Utilis uses results from all of these 
projects as input into their database to improve analytics and 
product performance.  
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Radar signals are reflected especially 
well by materials of considerable 

electrical conductivity — most 
notably by wet ground.  

Overlay with utility data

Target map of findings



Bojan Ristovski, the managing director of Aquasave Ltd. who 
managed the Mitrovica project, says that the “efficiency paired 
with the capability of scanning an entire network multiple times 
per year will definitely allow utilities to reduce their water loss 
significantly more than with the traditional approach.”

Program Requirements

A critical part of the Utilis technique is to follow the best 
practices developed for the leak inspection program. Key items 
of the best practices include:

• Codify the definitions of leaks, suspect leaks, and all quiet 
locations.

• BOTG team must be trained.
• The entire buffer area around the finding target must be 

inspected.
• BOTG leak crew must utilize all listening locations within 

the target area.
• All information collected during inspection should be 

documented.

A team randomly searching for leaks by walking the entire 
pipeline can inspect about 3 miles of pipe per day. To verify 
the CAW-provided pipe system area of interest (747 miles), 
it would take approximately 250 working days (more than a 
year). The CAW team verified an average of eight findings per 
day pursuant to the best practices methodology during this 
study period. To verify the 747 miles of pipe with 156 findings 
in this area, it would take 20 working days for one team (about 
a month).

The efficiency of this programmatic approach is evident based 
on the limited number of BOTG field crew days that need to be 
spent in order to find leaks compared to traditional methodologies. 
Following this program can increase the efficiency of the BOTG 
crews by almost 400 percent. Four times as many leaks can be 
found with the same crew resources.  

When using the traditional, walking-the-line approach to leak 
detection, it would take more than 10 times the crew level of effort 
to inspect the entirety of the system as compared to the triage 
methodology.  

This innovative programmatic approach to leak detection 
using satellite imagery system triage and best practices BOTG 
leak inspection methodologies can:

• Reduce the cost of finding leaks.
• Increase the speed at which the leaks are found.
• Identify customer and utility side leaks.
• Minimize BOTG crew labor with better results.
• Reduce background NRW levels.  
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When using the traditional, walking-the-line approach to leak detection, 
it would take more than 10 times the crew level of effort 

to inspect the entirety of the system as compared to the triage methodology.  

Utilis/CAW findings map

Target location, or prospective leak site
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Panther Canyon Brine Project

Kent/Stonewall County Texas

SFWQ



1. Setting

• The physical Setting is very rugged landscape, 
specifically the Salt Flat at Dove Creek



Panther Canyon Salt Flat



2. Early USGS Involvement

• 20+ Years of continuous record of base flow 
approximately 600GPM



3. Lowering Brine Water Table

• Continuous pumping of the brine collection 
wells to lower the piezometric surface of the 
brine aquifer at the Dove Creek Salt Flat and 
to determine the time needed to affect water 
quality in the dowstream reaches of the 
Brazos river

• Dr. Wes James, P.E. led the “pioneering effort”



4. Proposed Brine Transmission Line

• Immediately Downstream of the well complex 
the collected brine will enter a transmission 
pipeline, probably 10” in diameter and 
typically constructed predominantly of grade 
7SDR HDPE except at stream crossings where 
a carbon steel (ERW, electric resistance 
welded) pipe section is needed. Once the steel 
pipeline has been welded together the in-situ 
cleaning and coating process take place:



Proposed Brine Transmission



4a. Proposed Brine Transmission Line 
(welded steel sections where needed)
• 1. Internally Blasted (white blast)

– Flint Rock is trickled into pipe as nitrogen is injected at a 
high velocity causing the flint to remove residual scale/rust 
etc, while achieving an approximate 2 mil anchor profile.

• 2. De-dust inside of pipe after anchor profile is 
accepted by the epoxy coating contractor.

• 3. Chemically clean internally

• 4. Internally coated with epoxy to achieve acceptable 
DFT (dry film thickness). Final thickness of DFT to be 
determined by owner of pipeline.



5. Booster Pump Station

• Is required because of the substantial grade 
change along the 17 mile route from the array 
of collection wells to the proposed plant site 
which is to be located immediately west of 
State Highway 70@ its intersection with Kent 
County road 160. The booster pump station 
will be equipped with a remote emergency 
shuttoff device which will be activated in the 
event that a leak is detected in the brine 
transmission system.



Booster Pump Station Location



6. Ground Storage Tanks for Brine

• A battery of ground storage tanks is to be 
installed along the route of the transmission 
system immediately upstream of the intake 
system for the desalination plant, and its 
primary function is to absorb the impact of a 
scenario wherein the velocity of the incoming 
stream of brine flow is greater than the 
velocity at which the brine can be processed 
by the desalination plant.



Brine Storage Tanks/Desal Plant



7. Desalination Technology

• Two types of desalination technology are currently under consideration 
for application in this project, they are as follows:

1. The Dynamic Vapor Recovery (DyVaR) system by SaltTech

2. The Saltmaker Evaporator Crystallized by SaltWorks Technologies

A major reason that both of these companies are under consideration is that 
the output of both of them is both near distilled water and NACL dominated. 
We arte currently preparing itemized cost estimate of both of these 
technologies in an effort to determine which is preferable for the purposed of 
producing both potable water and marketable salt.



Preliminary Plant Layout



8. Distilled Water Production

• The production of near distilled water is a 
valuable secondary product of the 
desalination plant and we are presently 
planning water line extensions to the town of 
Jayton in Kent County, Aspermont in Stonewall 
County, and perhaps the town of Spur in 
Dickens County.



9. Moving Large amounts of Salt and 
Water

• A vital element in the development of the 
desalination plant is a transportation system 
to move the huge amounts of salt products 
and potable water. The planning of this system 
is currently underway under the direction of 
the transportation engineering section of the 
school of Engineering at Texas Tech University. 
A schematic view of a short reach of the 
potential rail system that is within the limits of 
the plant site is provided in exhibit 10.



10. Municipal Desalinated potable 
water

• Estimated Increase in Desalinated Municipal 
Water supply resulting from Salinity control 
Project (at full implementation)



11. Cost estimate summary

• Total Annual Cost of Desalination Treatment 
within the brazos river basin.
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Chloride Reduction
With Resource Recovery

SFWQ Corporation
a local government corporation created

by Garza, Kent & Stonewall Counties

in cooperation with

the Brazos River Authority,

the U.S. Economic Development Administration

and the University of Texas at El Paso

The problem

• Salt in the Salt Fork of the Brazos

---From a few small creeks

---Super-concentrated brine

---More than 1,000 tons per day

• Affects everything downstream



7/20/2014
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Dove Creek
600 gpm, est.

Salt Creek
20 gpm, est.

Dove Creek Salt Flat
Stonewall County

Dove Creek Salt Flat
Stonewall County
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Early proposed “solutions”

• Impound brine in reservoirs

Early proposed “solutions”

• Impound brine in reservoirs

• Dilute it (with imported water)

Early proposed “solutions”

• Impound brine in reservoirs

• Dilute it (with imported water)

• Pipeline it to the Gulf of Mexico
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Early proposed “solutions”

• Impound brine in reservoirs

• Dilute it (with imported water)

• Pipeline it to the Gulf of Mexico

• Desalinate the water

Early proposed “solutions”

• Underground disposal

---Project Plowshare approach

---injection wells

Early proposed “solutions”

• Underground disposal

---Project Plowshare approach

---injection wells

• Seal up the brine springs
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Early proposed “solutions”

• Underground disposal

---Project Plowshare approach

---injection wells

• Seal up the brine springs

• Use brine for oil and gas operations

The BUMC concept

• “Brine Utilization & Management Complex”

• Turn a waste product (brine)

into a resource

The BUMC concept

• Sell brine/make products
---Ag salt
---Water softening salt
---Road de-icing salt, etc.

• Generate project revenues

• Create about 60 permanent jobs,
plus construction staffing (300,000 PH)
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Studies, grants, etc.

Major grants

---TWDB, BRA

---US Economic Development

Administration (two grants)

Studies, grants, etc.

1994 era (TWDB grant, Dr. Wesley James)

---Lowering hydrostatic head on brine
springs should stop the flow

---Salt Croton Creek produces about

45-50% of salt in Upper Brazos

Studies, grants, etc.

1999 era (EDA grant)

---Drilled test wells, Stonewall County

---Determined wells are feasible
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Studies, grants, etc.

1999 era (EDA grant, R.W. Rodgers, P.G.)

---Drill by fracture patterns

---Need geophysical data (images)

---High well yields possible

Fracture
patterns

Test well

Stonewall
County
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Studies, grants, etc.

2001-2004

---Need to increase % salt reduction

---Solar salt process

---Importance of rail transportation

Studies, grants, etc.

2005 to 2011 (EDA grant)
---Can increase removal to about 60%
---Possible sales of “ten-pound brine”
---Possible fresh water production
---Kent County test wells
---Rail sites along BNSF (US 84)
---Pipeline route
---Effect “downstream” on the Brazos

Kent County
test wells

Geophysical
survey:

receptor survey
lines
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Kent County
test wells

Geophysical
survey:

conductivity and
CSAMT data

BNSF Railroad

Pipeline
Routes

City of Snyder

Recovery Wells

Pipeline routes,
rail sites, etc.

(preliminary
studies)

• Potential to reduce salt load in upper Brazos about 60%

• Average time for significant water quality improvement is
3 to 5 years

• Without the project, water quality will continue to
deteriorate

Effect on “downstream” on the Brazos
(studies by Dr. Wes James)
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The BUMC plan, 2011

---Site on US 380

---Rail spur to Snyder

---In the Texas Water Plan (2011)

“First-gen” project (BUMC)

The BUMC plan, 2011

---Estimated capital cost, ca. $163 million

---Revenues assumed to cover M&O

---Downstream benefits

---Part of the Texas Water Plan
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Desal-plant cost savings

Source: Regional water plan, Region G, 2001 (HDR)

Source: Draft Regional Water Plan, 2011, Region G (HDR, Inc.)

Other downstream benefits

---Save on maintenance of dam
gates, cooling equipment, etc.

---Reduce fish kills? (golden algae)

---Provide better water for agriculture
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Other downstream benefits

---Reduce water lost by desal plants

---Increase throughput of desal plants

---Help with system operations and
new reservoir (Cedar Ridge)

Improving the 2011 plan

---Make it modular, scalable

Improving the 2011 plan

---Make it modular, scalable
---(Potentially) lower the cost
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Improving the 2011 plan

---Make it modular, scalable
---(Potentially) lower the cost
---Make high-quality, high-value, clean salt

Improving the 2011 plan

---Make it modular, scalable
---(Potentially) lower the cost
---Make high-quality, high-value, clean salt
---(Possibly) make pure water

Improving the 2011 plan

---Make it modular, scalable
---(Potentially) lower the cost
---Make high-quality, high-value, clean salt
---(Possibly) make pure water

Key: Use enclosed evaporator systems
instead of open-ponds
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Improving the 2011 plan

Advantages of enclosed evaporator systems:
---Make cleaner, higher-value salt
---Avoid rain and high humidity
---Require less land; allow more flexible siting
---Allow condensation of humidified air

to make high-purity water
---May allow use of the atmosphere as a

giant solar-energy collector

Improving the 2011 plan

Improving the 2011 plan

Use selective
ventilation to
capture solar energy
collected by the
atmosphere
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Improving the 2011 plan

---Enclosed, forced-convection evaporator

a/k/a “The Trough”

Improving the 2011 plan

---Enclosed liquid-dominant vertical system

a/k/a “The Bubbler”
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Installing the
windmill

Installing the
vertical brine
chamber

Improving the 2011 plan

“Second-generation” enclosed evaporators:

---Pipe-type horizontal evaporator
---Pan type enclosed evaporator
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Pipe-type
horizontal evaporator

(first model)

(at UH engineering lab)

Evaporation
chamber

Fan

Brine
pump

Pipe-type horizontal
evaporator (full-scale)

Pan-type
enclosed
evaporator

Improving the 2011 plan

---Making higher-purity salt by using . . .
. . . pretreatment
. . . sequential precipitation

---Lab test series at UTEP
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Concentrations (mg/L)

Sample
Name

Ca K Mg Na Cl F NO 3 SO4 HCO3

%
Purity

Notes
Conductivity Limit Run

Sample 8
HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.3622 0.217 203.1665 313.819 0.0000 0.0000 3.232

0 99.3%
0.1 M Soda Ash Treatment with HCl

Sample 8
HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.3539 0.208 203.1036 313.511 0.0000 0.0000 3.247

0 99.3%

Sample 9
HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.4121 0.091 201.2435 311.938 0.0000 0.0000 3.828

0 99.2%
0.15 M Soda Ash Treatment with HCl

Sample 9
HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.3968 0.102 201.6682 311.520 0.0000 0.0000 3.845

0 99.2%

Sample
10 HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.5722 0.373 194.9701 299.149 0.0000 0.0000 6.946

0 98.4%
0.2 M Soda Ash Treatment with HCl

Sample
10 HCl
Treatment

0.000 0.5711 0.386 195.0012 298.934 0.0000 0.0000 6.935

0 98.4%

UTEP lab test results with basic pretreatment
(soda ash and hydrochloric acid)

Improving the 2011 plan

Improving the 2011 plan

---Making higher-purity salt by using . . .
. . . pretreatment
. . . sequential precipitation

---Lab test series at UTEP

Improving the 2011 plan

---Possibly use salinity gradient solar ponds . . .
. . . to provide process heating or cooling
. . . to generate electricity
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Improving the 2011 plan

---Possibly use wind energy to generate electricity

Improving the 2011 plan

---Possibly use combined heat and power (CHP) to
co-generate electricity and process heat

Improving the 2011 plan

Advantages of a small “phase one”
---”Proof of concept”
---Financing (lower capital cost)
---Revenues
---Reduced risk
---Operational experience
---Potential to expand
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Salt-
Processing
Plant

Salt Creek
Production
FacilityTruck Haul

Brine recovery

Evaporators

Salt processing

Pelletizing, etc.

Bagging, shipping

Phase One:

Improving the 2011 plan
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Agenda Item 8. 

Report from HDR 

November 15, 2018
Llano Estacado Regional 
Water Planning Group



Background and Review

Next steps

Potentially Feasible Water 
Management Strategies Updates

Information from TWDB

Drought Monitor



Background and Review



Regional 
Water 
Planning 
Process



▪ RWP – Regional Water Plan

▪ RWPA – Regional Water Planning Area

▪ DB22 – State Water Planning Database

▪ Water Conservation Strategy – A water management strategy with quantified volumes of water associated 

with water conservation measures. 

▪ Water Demand – The volume of water required to carry out the anticipated domestic, public, and/or 

economic activities of a water user group during drought conditions. 

▪ Water Need – A potential water supply shortage based on the difference between projected water demands 

and existing water supplies. 

▪ WMS - Water Management Strategy – A plan to meet a need for additional water by a discrete water user 

group, which can mean increasing the total water supply or maximizing an existing supply, including through 

reducing demands. A WMS may or may not require an associated water management strategy project(s) to 

be implemented. 

▪ WMSP - Water Management Strategy Project – A water project that has a non-zero capital cost and that 

when implemented, would develop, deliver, and/or treat additional water supply volumes, or conserve water 

for water user groups or wholesale water providers. One WMSP may be associated with multiple WMSs. 

Source: TWDB RWP Guidance

Review –
Regional Water Planning Acronyms and Definitions



▪ WUG - Water User Group – Identified user or group of users for which water demands and existing water 

supplies have been identified and analyzed and plans developed to meet water needs. These include: 

o privately-owned utilities that provide an average of more than 100 acre-feet per year for municipal use for 

all owned water systems, 

o water systems serving institutions or facilities owned by the state or federal government that provide more 

than 100 acre-feet per year for municipal use; 

o all other retail public utilities that provide more than 100 acre-feet per year for municipal use; 

o collective reporting units, or groups of retail public utilities that have a common association and are 

requested for inclusion by the regional water planning group; 

o municipal and domestic water use, referred to as county-other, 

o non-municipal water use including manufacturing, irrigation, steam electric power generation, mining, and 

livestock watering for each county or portion of a county in a regional water planning area. 

▪ WWP - Wholesale Water Provider – Any person or entity, including river authorities and irrigation districts, 

that delivers or sells water wholesale (treated or raw) to WUGs or other WWPs. 

Source: TWDB RWP Guidance

Review –
Regional Water Planning Acronyms and Definitions (continued)



▪ September 2016 - New municipal WUG definitions presented

▪ Fall 2016 – TWDB finalized list of municipal WUGs

▪ January 2017 – TWDB released draft municipal population and water demand projections

▪ March 2017 – TWDB released draft non-municipal water demand projections

▪ December 2017 – LERWPG submitted municipal and non-municipal water demands 

revision request

▪ January 2018 – LERWPG received approval of demand revisions

▪ May 2018 – Memo to LERWPG from HDR: 

o Proposed groundwater supply allocation methodology

• Municipal WUGs - Groundwater supply based on well capacity reported to TCEQ

• All other uses - Groundwater capacity based on historical groundwater pumpage

reports available from TWDB

Review – Water Demands and Supplies



▪ Regional water planning surface water availability evaluated using TCEQ’s water availability 

models (WAMs)

▪ Use Modeled Available Groundwater (MAG) 

▪ March 2018 – LERWPG hydrologic variance request submitted

o Congruent interregional planning 

o Brazos WAM with Region G’s approved assumptions

▪ May 2018 – TWDB approved LERWPG request

Review – Water Availability



▪ Technical Memorandum submitted 

September 10th

• Includes analysis of:

» Water demand projections

» Water availability

» Existing water supplies

» Water needs

» Declaration of LERWPG’s intent not to 

pursue simplified planning

▪ TWDB declared Tech Memo 

administratively complete

Technical Memorandum



Next Steps





Key Dates for 2021 Planning Cycle

▪ Jan/June 2017 – TWDB released draft municipal and non-muni demand projections

▪ Aug/Sep/Oct 2017 – Review/revise demand projections – coordinate with TWDB

▪ October 2017 – Present suggested revisions to TWDB

▪ October 2017 – Distribute suggested revisions to LERWPG

▪ November 2017 – LERWPG adopt final requested revisions and submit to TWDB

▪ January 12th – Revisions due. April 2018 – TWDB to adopt all demand projections

▪ Dec 2017 – Sept 2018 – Evaluate available supplies and identify needs

o MAG Peak Factor, distribution of GW supplies, hydrologic assumptions for SW supplies (Jan – Mar, 2018)

▪ Sept. 10, 2018 – Tech Memo of supplies, demands and needs due

▪ Aug 2018 – Aug 2019 – Scope & evaluate water management strategies, formulate Plan

▪ March 3, 2020 – Initially Prepared Plan due

▪ Mar – Aug 2020 – Initially Prepared Plan Comment Period

▪ October 14, 2020 – Final Plan is due



Regional 
Water 
Planning 
Process



Next Steps 

▪ Task 1 - Planning area description

▪ Task 5A – Evaluation and recommendation of WMSs and associated WMS projects

▪ Task 5B - Water conservation recommendations 

▪ Task 6 - Impacts of RWP and consistency with protection of resources

▪ Task 7 – Drought response information, activities and recommendations 

▪ Task 8 - Recommendations regarding unique stream segments and/or reservoir sites and legislative 

& regional policy issues



Potentially Feasible Water 
Management Strategies Updates



Potentially Feasible Water Management Strategies

Municipal water conservation 

Non-municipal water conservation

Reclaimed wastewater supplies and reuse

Local groundwater development

Water loss reduction

Groundwater desalination

LAH Water District Water Supply

Bailey County Well Field capacity maintenance

Jim Bertram Lake 7

Lake Alan Henry Phase 2

North Fork scalping operation

South Lubbock well field

Potable reuse

Wolfforth CRMWA lease from Slaton

Direct potable reuse to North Water Treatment Plant

Direct potable reuse to South Water Treatment Plant

North Fork diversion at CR 7300

North Fork diversion to Lake Alan Henry pump station

Post Reservoir

Reclaimed water to aquifer storage and recovery

South Fork discharge

Transportation of water between counties of surplus and need

Brackish well field in Lubbock area

CRMWA aquifer storage and recovery

CRMWA II (Roberts County Wellfield)

Chloride control project 



City of Seminole | BW Primoris Update

▪ Seminole City Administrator, Tommy Phillips reported:

o 2016 – 40-yr contract with 5-yr renewals 

o Currently, City sells raw water to Primoris

o Primoris treats and sells to Seminole

• Treatment at 3 pump stations

• Reverse osmosis systems to treat for arsenic and fluoride



Information from TWDB



Recent TWDB Updates

▪ Uniform costing tool

o Final version will be available by the end of the year

o RWPGs are required by contractual guidance to utilize this tool for costing WMS 

projects

▪ TWDB developing simplified drought management impact tool

o Available in the fall of 2019

▪ Regions are to consider regional WMS projects, as required by statute



TWDB now accepting applications for Fiscal Year 2019 
Agricultural Water Conservation Grants

▪ TWDB accepting applications for FY 2019 Agricultural Water Conservation 

Grants.

▪ Applications due to TWDB by Wednesday, January 16, 2019, at 12:00 p.m.

▪ Up to $600,000 in grant funding is available to eligible political subdivisions 

and state agencies for agricultural water conservation projects involving 

irrigation efficiency and system improvements. 

o Funding is available for the purchase of agricultural water conservation 

equipment, materials, and supplies designed to monitor irrigation water use, 

implement irrigation scheduling, and/or improve irrigation efficiency.

▪ Contact Cameron Turner at 512-936-6090 or 

cameron.turner@twdb.texas.gov



Drought Monitor



Region O







▪ Lubbock Avalanche-Journal article by Jayme Lozano 
▪ Posted Oct 17, 2018 at 6:07 PM

▪ One big benefit has been the continued increase in water levels at Lake Meredith and Lake Alan Henry - the two major surface-

water supplies for the region. According to the Texas Water Development Board, Lake Alan Henry is 88.3 percent full - a big 

increase from 77.4 percent one month ago.

▪ Lake Meredith was at 37.6 percent full as of Wednesday - a considerable jump from around 36 percent last week, and better than 

the 36.8 percent this time last year. The slight increase has improved the water quality, which will lead to more water from the lake 

being pumped rather than the ground.

▪ “We’d like to have more but we’re happy with what we’ve got,” said Kent Satterwhite, general manager for the Canadian River 

Municipal Water Authority, which provides lake and groundwater to Lubbock, Amarillo and other area communities. “As the lake 

water improves in quality, we can pump more of it and less of the ground water, so anything we can add to that pumping is a 

positive.”

▪ Satterwhite recalled that this time last year, storms in New Mexico brought the lake levels up by 13 feet. A few feet of water was lost 

since then, but the recent storms have helped bring it back up, much to the benefit of the Ogallala Aquifer.

▪ “We feel like the lake is a renewable resource and the ground water is essentially non-renewable,” explained Satterwhite. “Any time 

we can rely more on a renewable supply, the better it is for the long-term health of the aquifer.”

Rain’s pains and gains: Fall precipitation boosts lakes but 
brings cotton harvest to ‘complete halt’



30-day and 60-day Observed Precipitation

30-day Precipitation 60-day Precipitation



90-day and 180-day Observed Precipitation

90-day Precipitation 180-day Precipitation



Year to Date Precipitation

Observed Percent of Normal



Percent of Normal Precipitation 

30-day Percent of Normal
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Region O TWDB Update 11/15/2018

1. Rules pamphlet
Water Planning Rules and Texas Statute Reference, as of April 2018. 
Members provided a copy of the pamphlet.

2. Flood Assessment update
Draft assessment posted online, final version presented to the TWDB Board prior to 86th Leg. 
Session. 
http://www.texasfloodassessment.com/

3. Water for Texas Conference

January 23-25, 2019.
Austin, Texas, AT&T Executive Education and Conference Center
Registration is open and conference topics/speakers are provided on the website.
http://waterfortexas.twdb.texas.gov/2019/

http://www.texasfloodassessment.com/
http://waterfortexas.twdb.texas.gov/2019/


4. Uniform Stakeholder Committee meeting
Date, time, and location: Wednesday, November 28th at 9:00 a.m. in the Stephen F. Austin 
Building at 1700 N. Congress Ave, Austin. 
Task: Review uniform standards and consider changes prior to 2021 RWP project prioritization. 

Background: In September 2013, a Stakeholder Committee (SHC) composed of RWPG chairs or 
their designees was established. The SHC was tasked with determining uniform standards to be 
used by the RWPGs in prioritizing projects in their RWPs. The standards were adopted by the 
SHC in November 2013 and approved by the TWDB Board in December 2013. 

The TWDB recommends that the SHC meet at least once per planning cycle to review the 
uniform standards. 

Current uniform standards are available online:
http://www.twdb.texas.gov/financial/programs/swift/doc/HB_4_SHC_Uniform_Standards.
pdf

Region O TWDB Update 11/15/2018

http://www.twdb.texas.gov/financial/programs/swift/doc/HB_4_SHC_Uniform_Standards.pdf?d=6238.400000031106


Region O TWDB Update 11/15/2018

5. Socioeconomic analysis “as of date” and planning group action
Socioeconomic impact assessments of not meeting identified water needs are required by rule 
(31 TAC 357.33(c) and 357.40(a)).

This cycle, TWDB will conduct the socioeconomic impact analysis of not meeting identified 
water needs for inclusion in the 2021 Initially Prepared Regional Water Plans. It is optional to 
utilize the TWDB analysis, however an analysis must be performed and included in the regional 
water plans.

RWPGs may request that the TWDB perform the socioeconomic impact analysis. If they choose 
to do so, the RWPG must take action on the request and submit the request to the PM.

Requests should be submitted to the TWDB by July 2019 in order for staff to plan for report 
preparation.

An “as of” date (May 31, 2019) for needs in the state water planning database (DB22) to be 
utilized for the analysis is necessary for TWDB staff to complete the analysis and reports by the 
end of 2019.



Region O TWDB Update 11/15/2018

6. WMS evaluation tools available to assist in water management strategy evaluations

• Uniform Costing Tool: In lieu of more detailed and accurate project specific costs, this tool is 
required to be used in accordance with Exhibit C, Section 5.5.1. This updated tool is 
anticipated to be available for use by the end of 2018. 

• Conservation Planning Tool: An optional tool also anticipated to be available by the end of 
2018. One intended use of this tool is to assist in calculating the potential volumes from 
municipal water conservation strategies. 

• Drought Management Impact Estimating Tool: This tool is intended to provide water user 
group specific values of water per acre-feet and assist in estimating the economic impact of 
the water volumes reduced by implementation of drought management strategies. This is 
anticipated to be available in the Fall of 2019 and will be optional for planning groups.

http://www.twdb.texas.gov/waterplanning/rwp/planningdocu/2021/doc/current_docs/contract_docs/2ndAmendedExhibitC.pdf#page=51


Region O TWDB Update 11/15/2018

7. Technical Memorandums and Data Visualization Map
TWDB received the Technical Memorandums due September 10, 2018; these documents are 
posted on a TWDB webpage:
http://www.twdb.texas.gov/waterplanning/rwp/planningdocu/2021/technicalmemos.asp

TWDB may be providing informal comments by the end of 2018 based on TWDB’s Water Science 
and Conservation staff review of the technical memorandum data and methodologies. 

TWDB has developed a map that that links directly to the DB22 database and displays WUG 
needs and surpluses across the state. This map was provided to all RWPG Chairs, Political 
Subdivisions, and technical consultants for distribution. 

One potential use of the map is to spatially identify WUGs with needs in a reasonable proximity 
that regional facilities may be worth considering. Regional projects are required to be considered 
by statute. 

http://www.twdb.texas.gov/waterplanning/rwp/planningdocu/2021/technicalmemos.asp
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